RFID protection

Functionality first
All the EXENTRI Wallets are designed
with functionality as their main
aspect. The different models are
suited to meet the various needs and
requirements of the modern people.
Whether you use only cards, cards and
bills, or cards, bills and coins, you will
find a favourite.

EXENTRI
WALLET

EXENTRI
CITY

EXENTRI
MULTIWALLET

EXENTRI
MINIWALLET

Quality materials
All our wallets are made from quality
cowhide leather and contains a
stainless steel plate for stability. The
Wallet and Multiwallet also have a
main locking device in stainless steel.
RFID block is included in various
pockets for the different products,
specified later in this brochure.

Wallet
The EXENTRI Wallet gives you quick access to your most
frequently used cards. Designed for 6-10 cards, with
plenty of room for bills, receipts and tickets. Our RFID
block nylon ensures that your private information and
credit cards are safe.

6 card slots
Separate pocket for
bills and receipts

RFID protection

Easy access

SIZE AND WEIGHT
Approx. 90x70x10 mm
Weight: Approx. 60 gr

Slot for tickets

Available in a wide range of colours and styles.

City
A small, slim and practical cardholder designed for three
cards. EXENTRI City provides quick access to your most
frequently used cards. Perfect for all those occasions
when you want to carry as little as possible. RFID block
in the front pocket.

3 Card slots

Easy access
RFID block in the
front pocket

SIZE AND WEIGHT
Approx. 90x65x5 mm
Weight: Approx. 30 gr

Multiwallet
A modern wallet that combines small size and easy
access with great storage space for 5-10 cards, bills,
receipts, tickets, coins and other small objects. Small in
size, full of features. Contains RFID block.

Separate pocket for
bills and receipts.

5 card slots
RFID protection

Easy access

SIZE AND WEIGHT
Approx. 90x70x15 mm
Weight: Approx. 70 gr

Coin pocket
Slot for tickets

Miniwallet
Swipe & block! EXENTRI Miniwallet is a smart wallet,
perfect for compact storage and quick card access. The
scanner-friendly pocket makes commuting easy and the
RFID blocked pocket protects your payment cards
against skimming.

Bills and receipts

Cards

RFID protection
on the front side

Easy access

RFID open on
the back side

SIZE AND WEIGHT
Approx. 90x65x10 mm
Weight: Approx. 50 gr

Tickets

A NORWEGIAN
INVENTION
Norway is a country where nature makes its own
laws, where you are inspired to think innovatively
and differently. EXENTRI Wallets are the result of
two men being challenged by their surroundings.
They made it their mission to design wallets that
combined functionality with classic style and
modern demands.
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